Program Score/CSO workshop 9-10 June 2008 at Score

Monday June 9 2008

08.45-09.15  Morning coffee

09.15-09.30  Rune Premfors, Staffan Furusten, Olivier Borraz  Welcome

Chair: Staffan Furusten

09.30-10.00  Göran Sundström  “Governing state agencies. Transformations in the Swedish Administrative Model” (with Bengt Jacobsson)  
Commentator: Olivier Borraz, CSO

10.00-10.30  Daniel Benamouzig  “Health assessment agencies in Europe, between democracy and technocracy”  
Commentator: Karin Fernler, Score

10.30-10.50  Coffee break

Chair: Olivier Borraz

10.50-11.20  Karin Fernler  “Democratic priority-setting? - Organizing multiple stakeholders to make decisions in the healthcare sector” (with Ebba Sjögren)  
Commentator: Daniel Benamouzig, CSO

11.20-11.50  Patrick Castel  “What’s behind a guideline? The case of the French oncology sector” (forthcoming in Social Studies of Science)  
Commentator: Claes-Fredrik Helgesson, Score

12.00-13.30  Lunch at Kräftan

13.30-17.30  2 Parallel tracks

Track 1 room Score seminar room Chair: Kristina Tamm Hallström, Score (reflectors: Sophie Dubuisson-Quellier, CSO; Linda Soneryd, Score)

Commentator: Staffan Furusten, Score
Liv Fries  “Communication Matters - Business Associations as Providers of Links Between Systems”  
Commentator: Pierre François, CSO

Julien Barrier  “Industrializing the organization of academic work: Project funding and professional autonomy in the engineering sciences in France (1982-2007)”  
Commentator: Rune Premfors, Score

Coffee break at about 15.00

Lotta Björklund Larsen  “The justification of illegal purchases of work in Sweden”  
Commentator: Pierre François, CSO

Pauline Barraud  “Standards for Social Quality in Global Supply Chains”  
Commentator: Christina Garsten, Score

Martin Rosenström  ”Organizing the Supervision of Metrology at the European Emission Market-On membership, hierarchy, rule obedience, sanctions and mechanisms for control”  
Commentator: Pierre François, CSO

Track 2 Chair: Daniel Benamouzig, CSO. Reflectors: Birgitta Niklasson, Score; Patrick Castel, CSO

Giovanni Prete  Making science with risks: scientific mobilizations on quarantine agricultural pests  
Commentator: Renita Thedvall Score

Anna Ullström  “Ministerial Staffing and Governance in the Swedish Government Office”  
Commentator: Olivier Borraz, CSO

Commentator: Nils Brunsson, Score

Coffee break at about 15.00

Daniel Castillo  “Organized distrust. Organizational boundaries and Democracy”  
Commentator: Patrick Castel, CSO

Cajsa Niemann  “Role perceptions in the Government Office”  
Commentator: Olivier Borraz, CSO
Guilhem Anzalone
“Description and evaluation of the characteristics of meat on the market”

Commentator: Karin Svedberg Nilsson, Score

18.00- Reception at Stockholm School of Economics or a nearby Sportsbar (France-Romania in the European Championship)

20.0- Workshop dinner in the Terras room at Stockham School of Economics

Tuesday June 10 2008

08.45-09.15 morning coffee

Chair: Claes-Fredrik Helgesson

09.15-09.35 Christina Garsten Karin Svedberg Nilsson
Organizing Accountability (in press)
Ch 7 “Boundries of responsible buying: accountability for what and to whom”

09.35-09.55 Olivier Borraz
The Politics of Risk (in press)

09.55-10.15 Adrienne Sörbom
"Organizing participation. Establishing a discourse of local democratic governance for young people in Sweden.” (forthcoming in Organizing Democracy)

10.15-10.35 Coffee break

Chair: Christina Garsten

10.35-10.55 Pierre François
“Prototype, Competition, and Market: The Market for Early Music Concerts” (RFS)

10.55-11.15 Claes-Fredrik Helgesson Hans Kjellberg
"How to understand multiple performativities in the shaping of a market?".

11.15-11.35 Sophie Dubuisson-Quellier
“From consumerism to the empowerment of consumers. The case of ethical food movements in France”

11.35-12.0 General discussion

12.00-13.30 Lunch at Kräftan
13.30-15.0  Rune Premfors, Staffan Furusten, “The Future”
Claes-Fredrik Helgesson

Linda Soneryd, Olivier Borraz, Christina Garsten
1. Reports from the reflectors in plenary
2. Discussions in small groups about the “next step”
3. Plenary discussions about ”the next step”
   including reports from small group discussions

15.00-      Farewell